
The gift list
This Monday Motivation is dated for Christmas Eve. Although these words will be
read by people of differing religions and nationalities, please indulge me by
reading my gift list -- actually, the gifts that I want to give to my family and those
other people who I care about.

1. A positive outlook.
Nothing is harder for a loved one to overcome than a negative outlook on the
world. Our wives and husbands may try and try, but if we're constantly seeing the
bad side of the world around us, we're going to drag them down as well. Each of
us should commit to maintaining a positive outlook on the world, come hell or
high water. We must commit ourselves to keeping ourselves "up."

2. Time
Time is sometimes the most difficult gift we can give. Our lives are hectic --
there's no getting around that fact. Between work, family, religion, training,
exercise, and limited relaxation time, sometimes, the most important thing that
our loved ones need is time from us -- with them.

3. Effort
We owe it to our families, friends, and ourselves to put constant effort into
everything we do, whether it be arranging the family finances or doing a million
dollar deal. We should throw ourselves into each task that we choose to
accomplish.

4. Planning
Few of us ever plan where we're going. Fewer of us actually work the plan we've
set out for ourselves. People who organize and plan, and then work that plan, get
more done -- it's that simple.

5. Goals
What's the point of setting goals that you can attain too easily? You've got to
stretch a little bit -- you've got to challenge yourself to grow.

6. Vision
The bible states that "Where there is no vision, the people perish." We need to
develop the vision necessary to see where we want to go, and to find the path to
lead us there.

7. Courtesy
It's odd, but many of us will treat strangers better than we treat our own families
and friends. Let's give the gift of courtesy.
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8. Love
Last, but foremost, let's choose to give love this year. It's been a difficult year.
For many people, it's been a terrible one. Love can make the difference.

Happy Holidays to you and your loved ones, from Daryl and Judy Gibson, and
Salesstar.com. Thanks for your continued support and friendship, even if it's only
at the other side of a web browser. Thanks for the notes of support and kindness
this last year. Thanks for forwarding these messages to friends, co-workers, and
family members.

Thanks for dropping in, most of all.

Keep it up -- we've got a good team going here. Thanks for being a part of it, and
join us next week for our New Year's Eve Monday Motivation.
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